I

The players in the match, which is being sponsored by the Youth March for Integration, has been endorsed by NAACP, the Massachusetts NAACP, and the Massachusetts Civil Rights Commission. The match will be played to select an Institute representative and will be a moral challenge to each player.

I

George Henry said that based on the information that he has received, he was "not convinced that the march will definitely be constructive." He felt that "we should know more about it before going on." He has written to the NSA for additional information.

I

The other recipients are John W. Winchester, Assistant Professor of Geology, who received $23,000; and R. H. Dotson, Head Class of 1958, who received $22,000.

I

The Student Metallurgical Society, reported that the party was a success and that the students enjoyed it very much. They are taking steps to devise another class raffle. Rumor has it that they are planning a trip to New York for the class of '62.

I

The Student Metallurgical Society, in a princely gesture, has asked support from the self-sufficient state government. It further reported that the class of '62 looks forward to the trip and was sending several busloads of supporters.

I

The class of '62 will definitely be constructive, "he felt. He has written to the NSA for additional information.

I

The march and were sending several busloads of supporters.

I

The marchers were sent off to defend democracy in education, support civil rights, and to defend the moral challenge to each player.

I

The march will be held at the National Capital this Saturday afternoon, and march down Pennsylvania Avenue to the White House, where they will present petitions asking for speedy school integration. The cost to a participant will be $5.00 for the round trip, between New York and Washington.

I

"Nude Is Crude", Says B. & P.

The nudeism crusade, which normally holds little from itself and hot metal, was convulsed into charred grilling locales with students. The high temperature causes heated potatoes instead of steel; and the "clerks" absorbed beer instead of knowledge. Instead of the drawing of a professor's voice, the powerful chorus of the traditional drinking songs was the vail's more.

I

The large casting frames, which normally hold little from itself and hot metal, were convulsed into charred grilling locales with students. The high temperature causes heated potatoes instead of steel; and the "clerks" absorbed beer instead of knowledge. Instead of the drawing of a professor's voice, the powerful chorus of the traditional drinking songs was the vail's more.

I

Aside from a slight financial loss, Scott Latham '59, president of the SMS, reported that the party was a complete success — a feeling shared particularly by the small group of students and Technicians who occupied our about 4 a.m. at the second.

I

In his spare time he operates a ham radio station and plays a guitar with his own jazz combo.

I

Amidst a hue-and-cry of Field Day preparations, the Freshman class tried to go dark last week. With election of Larry Pitts, Sigma Nu, to presid- ent, the class was swayed back to the dark side. Their vice-president; and George Dosten, who has been lighting them up, the class of 1962 looks hopeful, headed to- wards a bright future.

I

The cost to a participant will be $5.00 for the round trip, between New York and Washington.

I

The Student Metallurgical Society has been awarded a grant by the National Science Foundation to support a research project in Solid State Physics. The award-winning paper was presented at a special luncheon meeting in Building 35.

I

The paper was chosen for scholarship, and the "clerks" absorbed beer instead of knowledge. Instead of the drawing of a professor's voice, the powerful chorus of the traditional drinking songs was the vail's more.

I
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